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seated psychological differences, which must he rcr
and upheld The assumption that there exists only <mc
psychology or only one fundamental psychological prin-
ciple is an intolerable tyranny, belonging to tlir pscudo*
scientific prejudice of the normal man, IVopIo arc* always
speaking of the man and of his 'psychology*, which in
invariably traced back to the 'nothing else hut*, In the
same way one'always talks of the reality, as though there
were only one, Reality is that which works in a human
soul and not that which certain people Jtsmmu: to be
operative, and about which prejudiced gowTalixutionH arc
wont to be made. Moreover, however .scientifically Much
generalizations may be advanced, it must not he forjiottcn
that science is not the snmmti of life, that it in indeed
only one of the psychological attitudes, only one of the
forms of human thought,
The ontological argument is neither argument nor proof,
but merely the psychological verification of the fact that
there is a class of men for whom a definite idea has
efficacy and reality—a reality which practically rivals the
world of perception. The sensationalist relics upon the
certainty of his 'reality', and the man of the Idea adhere**
to his psychological reality. Psychology has to recugm/.c
the existence of these two (or more) typ&H, and must
under all circumstances avoid thinking of one as a mis-
conception of the other; and it should never jscrioiiHly
try to reduce one type to the other* as though everything
essentially * other' were only a function of the one, This
does not mean that the trustworthy scientific principle-—-
principia expHcandi praeter necessltatem non aunt mult!*
plicanda—- should be abrogated, But the necessity for a
plurality of psychological principles still remains, But,
quite apart from the foregoing arguments Jn favour of this
assumption, our eyes should be opened by the remarkable
fact that, notwithstanding the apparently final despatch

